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Preface
The No Strings Attached Show was

that what we saw, you, the reader, could

recently invited into the Cisco real-world

go get your hands on. The code was

labs in Richfield, Ohio to get a behind the

publicly available on CCO at the time of

scenes look at what goes into the claims

the testing, and the fine folks at Richfield

made by many manufacturers and how

actually did a ‘clear config’ on the WLC

this manifests itself in real-world testing

before we started, allowing us to record

situations. The topic of discussion was

the entire config from start to finish.

creating an environment that was as close
to real-world as we could possibly make it,
and to see how well the recently released
Cisco 2702 Access Point fared. We threw
everything we could think of at the Access
Point and this document provides insight
into the loading, testing, and environment
we worked in. One of the requirements
that we had prior to the visit was that any
testing to be done was to be as
transparent as possible and something

In order to maintain testing integrity, the
hosts of the No Strings Attached show
were not financially compensated in any
fashion for the authoring of this whitepaper. Our travel and accommodations
were covered by Cisco, and the No Strings
Attached Show received 4x 2702 Access
Points (two internal, and two external) to
continue to do further testing with. These
were divided equally between show hosts.

that anyone could replicate if they had the
enough hardware pieces. We ensured that
throughout the testing that there were no
‘hidden commands’ or pre-production
hardware or software components being
used. In short, we wanted to make sure
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AP 2700 Introduction

“What it offers is a tremendous
amount of power at a very attractive
price point.” - Sangita Mahishi

The Cisco Aironet 2700 introduces a new

Education, Manufacturing, or Warehouses.

802.11ac Wave 1 access point to the

The AP2700 series is the second

Cisco product portfolio. The 2700 is

integrated 802.11ac platform from Cisco,

designed as cost eﬀective 802.11ac

following the modular AP3700 series

solution for various markets including

introduced in 2013.

enterprise, healthcare, K-12, Higher
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The AP2700 features a custom built 3x4

The Cisco 2702 Access Point is

MIMO with three spatial streams radio

considered the main-stay portion of the

supporting a variety of deployment models

Cisco wireless product line up for those

and environments, including Very High

that are looking for a high performing, non-

Density environments. The High Density

modular, cost-eﬀective Access Point. The

Experience (HDX as Cisco calls it)

Access Point is available in a internal

comprises a variety of features that are

antenna and external antenna

rolled into the Access Point including:

configuration, supports up to 160mW

• 1.3 Gbps throughput

transmit power in 2.4GHz and 200mW in
5GHz*, 2x 1G interfaces, and can be

• Cross-AP Noise reduction

driven by 802.3at POE+, Enhanced POE,

• Optimized AP roaming

or 802.3af POE. As a side note, if the

• Cisco ClientLink 3.0

Access Point is powered by 802.3af, it will

• Cisco CleanAir

dynamically shift from a 3x4 to a 3x3.

• MIMO Equalization

* High transmit power is not an endorsement of large cell sizes, but
rather a focus on the quality of components. For example, if you
purchase a cheap home stereo amplifier and run it at maximum power to
get the same volume as a high end home stereo amplifier that doesn’t
need to be turned up, it will sound awful.
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Testing Setup

“The universe rings true whenever
you fairly test it.”
- C.S. Lewis, Surprised by Joy

Cisco invited the No Strings Attached

capabilities. The testing facility consists of

Show to their Richfield, Ohio testing facility

diﬀerent representations of what you

to perform a multi-client test and RX-SOP

would typically find in an oﬃce area such

test of the new AP2700. This white-paper

as walled oﬃces, cubes, and open spaces.

focuses on the AP2700 High Density

This allows for a number of diﬀerent tests
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to be performed including roaming analysis, high density

While you find a
certain amount of
that in the wild, the
vast majority of the
time, the contrived
‘row upon row’ of
clients on wireframe
carts that are typical
of High Density tests
are simply not
realistic.

testing, and rate versus range testing. The overall test area is
6700sqft with the furthest client for this test being about 45’
away from the AP.
The first highlight of the testing environment is it’s dynamic
and seemingly ‘misaligned’ nature. We wanted to ensure that,
like in a typical oﬃce environment, not all client devices were
laid out in nice neat rows. While you find a certain amount of
that in the wild, the vast majority of the time, the contrived
‘row upon row’ of clients on wireframe carts that are typical of
High Density tests are simply not realistic. We did our best to
make sure that we replicated the real world, dynamic nature of
our clients as close as possible to what we’d find in your own
environment.
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Second, we wanted to make sure that we were using no

All of the tests we
performed were
using a Cisco 5508
WLC running
7.6.120.0 version of
software.

‘special’ code builds or features that you couldn’t go lay your
hands on. All of the tests we performed were using a Cisco
5508 WLC running 7.6.120.0 version of software. All
configurations that were made are documented in the
appendix (here’s a hint, they didn’t do anything special).
Third, we wanted to highlight the test bed architecture. For the
single Access Point test, we were using a single 1Gbps
copper uplink on the 5508. There was no LAG configured and
and we maintained a 1Gbps pipe between the Access Point,
Wireless LAN Controller, and load generation machines. This
was particularly noteworthy since it highlights a common
misconception that you must fully populate a controller for
maximum performance. When the default test bed at Cisco is
configured this way, you’ve got a pretty compelling story to
tell.
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Fourth, and arguably the most important piece of the lab

Of particular note is
the fact that there
were multiple
adapter types
represented
including 20 802.11n
client devices!

setup was the genuine mix of clients that were being used.
Too often do vendors select 50 of client X and 50 of client Y
and call it good. Here we saw a genuine mix of client types,
OS types, WLAN adapters, and machine orientations. The
complete mix of clients used were:
• 20x MacBook Air (802.11ac, 2ss)
• 20x MacBook Pro (802.11ac, 3ss)
• 30x Dell laptops Intel 7260 WLAN (802.11ac, 2ss)
• 10x Dell laptops Broadcom 43460 WLAN (802.11ac, 3ss)
• 10x iPad Air (802.11n, 2ss)
• 10x MacBook Pro (802.11n, 3ss)
Of particular note is the fact that there were multiple adapter
types represented including 20 802.11n client devices! The
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clients were split 30 on 2.4GHz and 70 on 5GHz. As much as possible, we mixed client
types between frequencies to not skew the results to be contrived. For example, we mixed
multiple spatial stream and protocol capabilities in the same frequency. As we gradually
increased the number of clients they were selected at random from the tables to ensure
this client mixture was obtained.
Last but not least, when you’re testing 100 diﬀerent clients in a high density environment,
it goes without saying that you will need some sort of automated testing capabilities to
ensure consistent results. We used Ixia Chariot to generate a standard base of traﬃc mix.
There were no modifications done to the default (and diﬃcult to do) client throughput tests
aside from the duration of each test. We did compare long runs versus short runs and in
the samples we ran, there was no impact on performance numbers when longer tests
were run. This single modification was done in the interest of time only.
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Controller & Client
Configuration

“Defect-free software does not exist.”
-Wietse Venema

The problem with most performance tests

perfect as humanely possible. The

is that there is the perceived notion that

hardware devices are configured in such a

someone has spent countless numbers of

way that the average engineer would never

hours configuring a piece of equipment

know how it was done, or that there was

and client device to work as absolutely

some software load that no one has ever
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heard of or has access to. The idea with this test was not to prove that two CCIE Wireless’
engineers are required to replicate the result but to show that anyone with a Cisco WLC
and an AP2700 can perform this test easily enough.
Our test started oﬀ by erasing the WLC configurations. How can we be sure what the
configuration looks like if we didn’t perform it ourselves? We wanted to ensure you, are
readers, could trust that nothing special was done configuration wise.
Once we had the configuration erased we ran through the startup wizard to set the basics
of the controller configuration. Because this was a straight forward performance test
against a single AP things like Radio Resource Management, Dynamic Channel Allocation,
and Transmit Power Control did not need to be tuned.
Some of the configuration changes we made were disabling 6Mbps & 9Mbps on 802.11a
and disabling all rates below 12Mbps on 802.11g. The full configuration file of the
controller can be seen in the appendix as well as available at
http://NSAShow.com/AP2700.
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10 Client Result
Total Aggregate Throughput

300 Mbps

350 Mbps

400 Mbps

450 Mbps

10 Clients

Test 1

Test 2

Test 3

Client

Mode

SS

Count

MacBook Air

802.11ac

2

2

MacBook Pro

802.11ac

3

2

MacBook Pro

802.11n

3

1

Dell (Intel 7260)

802.11ac

2

3

Dell (Broadcom 43460)

802.11ac

3

1

iPad Air

802.11n

2

1
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20 Client Result
Total Aggregate Throughput

300 Mbps

350 Mbps

400 Mbps

450 Mbps

20 Clients

Test 1

Test 2

Test 3

Client

Mode

SS

Count

MacBook Air

802.11ac

2

4

MacBook Pro

802.11ac

3

4

MacBook Pro

802.11n

3

2

Dell (Intel 7260)

802.11ac

2

6

Dell (Broadcom 43460)

802.11ac

3

2

iPad Air

802.11n

2

2
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30 Client Result
Total Aggregate Throughput

300 Mbps

355 Mbps

410 Mbps

30 Clients

Test 1

Test 2

Test 3

Client

Mode

SS

Count

MacBook Air

802.11ac

2

6

MacBook Pro

802.11ac

3

6

MacBook Pro

802.11n

3

3

Dell (Intel 7260)

802.11ac

2

9

Dell (Broadcom 43460)

802.11ac

3

3

iPad Air

802.11n

2

3
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40 Client Result
Total Aggregate Throughput

300 Mbps

350 Mbps

400 Mbps

40 Clients

Test 1

Test 2

Test 3

Client

Mode

SS

Count

MacBook Air

802.11ac

2

8

MacBook Pro

802.11ac

3

8

MacBook Pro

802.11n

3

4

Dell (Intel 7260)

802.11ac

2

12

Dell (Broadcom 43460)

802.11ac

3

4

iPad Air

802.11n

2

4
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50 Client Result
Total Aggregate Throughput

300 Mbps

340 Mbps

380 Mbps

50 Clients

Test 1

Test 2

Test 3

Client

Mode

SS

Count

MacBook Air

802.11ac

2

10

MacBook Pro

802.11ac

3

10

MacBook Pro

802.11n

3

5

Dell (Intel 7260)

802.11ac

2

15

Dell (Broadcom 43460)

802.11ac

3

5

iPad Air

802.11n

2

5

15
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60 Client Result
Total Aggregate Throughput

300 Mbps

340 Mbps

380 Mbps

60 Clients

Test 1

Test 2

Test 3

An important note regarding this test. From the graphs you’ll see a high variance between Test 1/2 and Test 3. The clients were all connected to the access
point, however, the ixia server had issues starting the stream.
Client

Mode

SS

Count

MacBook Air

802.11ac

2

12

MacBook Pro

802.11ac

3

12

MacBook Pro

802.11n

3

6

Dell (Intel 7260)

802.11ac

2

18

Dell (Broadcom 43460)

802.11ac

3

6

iPad Air

802.11n

2

6

16

11
70 Client Result
Total Aggregate Throughput

300 Mbps

325 Mbps

350 Mbps

70 Clients

Test 1

Test 2

Test 3

Client

Mode

SS

Count

MacBook Air

802.11ac

2

14

MacBook Pro

802.11ac

3

14

MacBook Pro

802.11n

3

7

Dell (Intel 7260)

802.11ac

2
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Dell (Broadcom 43460)

802.11ac

3

7

iPad Air

802.11n

2

7

17
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80 Client Result
Total Aggregate Throughput

300 Mbps

320 Mbps

340 Mbps

80 Clients

Test 1

Test 2

Test 3

Client

Mode

SS

Count

MacBook Air

802.11ac

2

16

MacBook Pro

802.11ac

3

16

MacBook Pro

802.11n

3

8

Dell (Intel 7260)

802.11ac

2

24

Dell (Broadcom 43460)

802.11ac

3

8

iPad Air

802.11n

2

8

18

13
90 Client Result
Total Aggregate Throughput

300 Mbps

315 Mbps

330 Mbps

90 Clients

Test 1

Test 2

Test 3

An important note regarding this test. From the graphs you’ll see a high variance between Test 1/2 and Test 3. The clients were all connected to the access
point, however, the ixia server had issues starting the stream.
Client

Mode

SS

Count

MacBook Air

802.11ac

2

18

MacBook Pro

802.11ac

3

18

MacBook Pro

802.11n

3

9

Dell (Intel 7260)

802.11ac

2

27

Dell (Broadcom 43460)

802.11ac

3

9

iPad Air

802.11n

2

9

19
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100 Client Result
Total Aggregate Throughput

300 Mbps

312.5 Mbps

325 Mbps

100 Clients

Test 1

Test 2

Test 3

Client

Mode

SS

Count

MacBook Air

802.11ac

2

20

MacBook Pro

802.11ac

3

20

MacBook Pro

802.11n

3

10

Dell (Intel 7260)

802.11ac

2

30

Dell (Broadcom 43460)

802.11ac

3

10

iPad Air

802.11n

2

10

20
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Cisco expects there to be 10 billion
mobile and connected devices by
2018 compared to the estimated 7.6
billion humans expected to be on
earth then.

Overall Results
Total Aggregate Throughput

500 Mbps

450 Mbps

400 Mbps

350 Mbps
10

20

30

40

50

300 Mbps
60

Test 1

70

80

Test 2

90

100
Test 3

When you look at the overall results of the

issue that wasn’t wireless connectivity

testing we performed it’s very interesting

related. It’s also interesting to see the

to see how consistent and predictable the

interpreted airtime fairness for each clients

results became. If we had more clients one

including the legacy clients. We didn’t see

could derive from the previous results a

a dramatic impact on individual client

fair assumption as to what the next value

throughput due to a 802.11n client being

would be like. As the test was performed

present. On the same topic of client

there were no sudden dips in throughput,

impact on throughput, the data presented

other than the occasional ixia connectivity

in this test represents data from a client
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known to have serious performance

was bags of water (humans) sitting at each

impacting challenges. The Intel 7260 Mini

client device. We took a large facility,

PCI adapter has been known to have

6700sqft, and placed clients randomly

performance issues. One would expect

throughout the room with the furthest

that a specialized release would be used

away client being 45’ away.

that maybe makes this adapter perform
better, however that was not the case in
this test. There were no smoke and/or
mirrors, what you see is what we saw. The
only configurations performed on the
controller were ones that any proper
engineer is going to do when deploying a
Cisco Unified Wireless Network.
We also need to remember that this was
not a drag race test against a simple
access point. We were not trying to figure
out what the fastest single client speed
test result of the access point was. We
were trying to figure out what happens to

Sam’s Take:
I think that most wireless professionals
tend to get uneasy when you start to load
up an access point. It's one thing to talk
about theoretical maximums, but this
experience showed me that High Density
claims from Cisco are not only achievable,
but easy to do. I, for one, am going to be
considerably more likely to recommend far
denser environments than I would have
been comfortable doing in the past.
Blake’s Take:

overall total aggregate throughput as you

Anytime you hear about people putting

add more and more clients. As we added

more than 100 clients on an access point

more clients we made sure to introduce a

everyone shudders. Past performances did

consistent number of 802.11ac 2SS, 3SS,

prove that, with the current generation of

and 802.11n clients to ensure that we

access points being developed that is no

didn’t have all the best clients connected

longer the case. We are entering a time

at first and then introduce all the less

where wireless is the connectivity method

performing clients last.

and we need to support upwards of a 100

We also wanted to reiterate that this was a
close to real world physically as we could
possible make it as well. The only thing
that could have made it more real world

clients per access point. Manufactures are
developing their products to reflect that
and the Cisco AP2700 is an example of
just that
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Appendix A - Controller
Configuration
config license boot base
config sysname NSA-Show
config 802.11a cac voice sip bandwidth 64 sample-interval 20
config 802.11a cac voice sip codec g711 sample-interval 20
config 802.11a rate disabled 6
config 802.11a rate disabled 9
config 802.11a cleanair alarm device enable 802.11-nonstd
config 802.11a cleanair alarm device enable 802.11-inv
config 802.11a cleanair alarm device enable jammer
config 802.11a cleanair enable
config advanced probe limit 2 500
config advanced 802.11a channel add 36
config advanced 802.11a channel add 40
config advanced 802.11a channel add 44
config advanced 802.11a channel add 48
config advanced 802.11a channel add 52
config advanced 802.11a channel add 56
config advanced 802.11a channel add 60
config advanced 802.11a channel add 64
config advanced 802.11a channel add 149
config advanced 802.11a channel add 153
config advanced 802.11a channel add 157
config advanced 802.11a channel add 161
config advanced probe-limit 2 500
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config advanced 802.11b channel add 1
config advanced 802.11b channel add 6
config advanced 802.11b channel add 11
config country US
config switchconfig strong-pwd lockout attempts mgmtuser 3
config switchconfig strong-pwd lockout time mgmtuser 5
config interface port management 1
config interface address management 192.168.0.10 255.255.255.0 192.168.0.1
config interface dhcp management primary 192.168.0.1
config interface vlan management 111
config interface dhcp service-port enable
config interface address virtual 1.1.1.1
config interface port clients 1
config interface nasid Cisco_db:97:a4 clients
config interface address dynamic-interface clients 192.168.1.10 255.255.255.0 192.168.1.1
config interface create clients 100
config interface dhcp dynamic-interface clients primary 192.168.1.1
config interface vlan clients 100
config sessions timeout 160
config flow add monitor Prime-Mon record ipv4_client_app_flow_record
config flow add monitor Prime-Mon exporter Prime
config flow create monitor Prime-Mon
config flow create exporter Prime 192.168.0.11 port 9991
config wlan session-timeout 1 1800
config wlan exclusionlist 1 60
config wlan broadcast-ssid enable 1
config wlan session-timeout 2 1800
config wlan exclusionlist 2 60
config wlan broadcast-ssid enable 2
config wlan interface 1 clients
config wlan interface 2 clients
config wlan mfp client enable 1
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config wlan create 1 Wink Wink
config wlan avc 1 visibility enable
config wlan flow 1 monitor Prime-Mon enable
config wlan nasid Cisco_db:97:a4 1
config wlan wmm allow 1
config wlan mfp client enable 2
config wlan create 2 Wink24 Wink24
config wlan avc 2 visibility enable
config wlan flow 2 monitor Prime-Mon enable
config wlan nasid Cisco_db:97:a4 2
config wlan wmm allow 2
config wlan security wpa akm psk set-key hex encrypt 1 1e8f583b4222346f70985031269e710e
b60b0cd31f61e334c0114a801a0e93c9dcc02ba0 48
993415283544304242da599d42dc233873a6f057a62abfda27f17b5d2a647e7465c23d58f41d00335cb13461f495b514000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 1
config wlan security wpa akm psk enable 1
config wlan security wpa akm 802.1x disable 1
config wlan security wpa enable 1
config wlan security web-auth server-precedence 1 local radius ldap
config wlan security wapi akm psk set-key hex encrypt 1 1e8f583b4222346f70985031269e710e
b60b0cd31f61e334c0114a801a0e93c9dcc02ba0 48
993415283544304242da599d42dc233873a6f057a62abfda27f17b5d2a647e7465c23d58f41d00335cb13461f495b514000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 1
config wlan security wpa akm psk set-key hex encrypt 1 29cb0b71659e970a9d47395262baecfd
3a1794711c02bd68c81ce34e7fb13e601e78dcdf 48
32c706bf9f2d45c739fee741def608181f6ab58678378740eb22a9b06cd372f6d66b3bf2c1a9ea5c6e143e4299ebd4250000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 2
config wlan security wpa akm psk enable 2
config wlan security wpa akm 802.1x disable 2
config wlan security wpa enable 2
config wlan security web-auth server-precedence 2 local radius ldap
config wlan security wapi akm psk set-key hex encrypt 1 29cb0b71659e970a9d47395262baecfd
3a1794711c02bd68c81ce34e7fb13e601e78dcdf 48
32c706bf9f2d45c739fee741def608181f6ab58678378740eb22a9b06cd372f6d66b3bf2c1a9ea5c6e143e4299ebd4250000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 2
config wlan radio 1 802.11a-only
config wlan radio 1 802.11a
config wlan radio 2 802.11bg
config wlan enable 1
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config wlan enable 2
config mobility group domain nsa-show
config certificate generate webadmin
config network telnet enable
config network rf-network-name nsa-show
config network multicast l2mcast disable service-port
config network multicast l2mcast disable virtual
config mdns profile service add default-mdns-profile AirPrint
config mdns profile service add default-mdns-profile AirTunes
config mdns profile service add default-mdns-profile AppleTV
config mdns profile service add default-mdns-profile HP_Photosmart_Printer_1
config mdns profile service add default-mdns-profile HP_Photosmart_Printer_2
config mdns profile service add default-mdns-profile Printer
config mdns profile create default-mdns-profile
config mdns service origin all AirPrint
config mdns service query enable AirPrint
config mdns service create AirPrint _ipp._tcp.local. origin all lss disable query enable
config mdns service origin all AirTunes
config mdns service query enable AirTunes
config mdns service create AirTunes _raop._tcp.local. origin all lss disable query enable
config mdns service origin all AppleTV
config mdns service query enable AppleTV
config mdns service create AppleTV _airplay._tcp.local. origin all lss disable query enable
config mdns service origin all HP_Photosmart_Printer_1
config mdns service query enable HP_Photosmart_Printer_1
config mdns service create HP_Photosmart_Printer_1 _universal._sub._ipp._tcp.local. origin all lss disable query enable
config mdns service origin all HP_Photosmart_Printer_2
config mdns service query enable HP_Photosmart_Printer_2
config mdns service create HP_Photosmart_Printer_2 _cups._sub._ipp._tcp.local. origin all lss disable query enable
config mdns service origin all Printer
config mdns service query enable Printer
config mdns service create Printer _printer._tcp.local. origin all lss disable query enable
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config database size 2048
config 802.11b 11gsupport enable
config 802.11b cac voice sip bandwidth 64 sample-interval
20
config 802.11b cac voice sip codec g711 sample-interval 20
config 802.11b rate disabled 1
config 802.11b rate disabled 2
config 802.11b rate disabled 5.5
config 802.11b rate disabled 11
config 802.11b rate disabled 6
config 802.11b rate disabled 9
config 802.11b rate mandatory 12
config 802.11b cleanair alarm device enable 802.11-inv
config 802.11b cleanair alarm device enable 802.11-nonstd
config 802.11b cleanair alarm device enable jammer
config 802.11b cleanair enable
config ap packet-dump capture-time 10
config ap packet-dump truncate 0
config ap packet-dump buﬀer-size 2048
config ap mgmtuser add encrypt username admin password
1 a37c9d4ﬀ7554ad6c6fb217ee7760730
805121865dee2464feb68a9df0f9309cc772747e 16
2f293fb6c380fa7c6fb7b4ad6b998eb7000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
2431243339567324696b5678736446435a3361596a4662334
8524662443000000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
secret encrypt
2431246f375962246f6854746d3946456b38766672644b664
76c4b36462f00000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 all
config mgmtuser add encrypt admin 1
97cd7eb70f940524d28939ac6f87cba5
e302d18d5f543dd7facf5c07c0fc1d671c203558 16
8ce72f0842c440f148a4a48dae3504d6000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000 read-write
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